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Both Annual Reports (this and for EHFF (Ireland)) relate to the finally 
agreed Work Plan 2019. 

EHFF.UK has concentrated on two aspects, primarily the 
implementation of the CEMPaC project, under the overall heading of 
Empowerment (given all the staff that are employed under contract 
are UK citizens and Jim Phillips has strong links with NHS England) 
but the secondary focus has been implementation of the 
Communications pillar, led by Cathy Somekh, as social media 
manager (and potentially Website manager in due course) – also UK 
based, supported by Noel Harrington in Ireland with back-up 
oversight from Shawn Day, Matthijs Zwier and Lars Munter. 

The CEMPaC project has progressed although not always exactly to 
plan, but nevertheless, targets have been met, for example the 
launch of ‘live well, stay well’, the free self-help on-line 
empowerment training course aimed at citizens, which launched 
mid-year. A mini-conference in Berlin  had to be cancelled, although 
the scheduled Advisory group meeting took place there in May, but 
two substitute events were, firstly, a series of training workshops 
under contract to the Irish HSE through the second half of the year  
and a joint meeting  with SCiE and the Utrecht community in 
November. 2020 will represent the final year of the project and with 
it the challenge of it being sustainable in the year following, when 
RBS funding has ceased. 

Three significant elements of the Communications strategy were the 
establishment of a very active Twitter account, with links to LinkedIn 
and website news items, a total re-vamp of the website, thanks to a 
small donated seed funding and the employment of Andy from DXP 
Solutions. This resulted in a new improved Newsletter which is now 
being produced at regular intervals. Future plans include a ‘talking 
heads’ component and other ‘add-ons’ to the website. 


